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94 Target your revision (Mechanics)

MECHANICS

Target your revision (Mechanics)
1 Drawing a displacement–time graph
	 A	child	runs	100	m	from	A	to	B	at	a	constant	

velocity	of	4	m	s−1.	She	waits	for	5	s	at	B	and	
then	runs	back	to	A	at	5	m	s−1.	
i Find	the	total	time	the	child	takes	from	

leaving	A	to	returning	there.
ii Draw	a	displacement–time	graph	for	the	

child.
(see page 99)

2 Interpreting the gradient of a position–time 
graph

	 Hamish	and	his	mother	leave	home	together	
and	go	to	a	football	field.	Hamish	runs	on	
ahead	and	waits	for	his	mother	when	he	
gets	there.	Their	journeys	are	shown	on	the	
distance–time	graph	in	the	figure	below.
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	 What	is	the	difference	in	their	speeds	while	
they	are	travelling?	Give	your	answer	in	m	s−1	

correct	to	2	s.f.
(see page 101)

3 Interpreting the area under a velocity–time 
graph

	 Elizabeth	takes	35.6	s	to	swim	one	length	of	
a	50	m	pool.	The	sketch	graph	in	the	figure	
below	illustrates	her	motion;	it	is	not	drawn	
to	scale	but	the	line	segments	are	indeed	
straight	and	the	line	that	looks	horizontal	

is	indeed	horizontal.	Elizabeth	maintains	a	
speed	of	1.80	m	s−1	for	T	s.	Find	the	value	of	T.
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(see page 105)
4 Interpreting the gradient of a speed–time 

graph
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	 The	graph	in	the	figure	above	shows	the	
speed	of	a	runner	in	a	race.

	 What	was	the	magnitude	of	the	runner’s	
acceleration	at	each	stage?
(see page 103)

5 Using constant acceleration formulae to find 
acceleration and distance travelled

	 A	car	is	initially	travelling	at	10	m	s−1	.	The	
driver	takes	her	foot	off	the	accelerator	
and	it	comes	to	rest	in	8	s.	Assuming	the	
acceleration	of	the	car	is	constant,	calculate:
i	 the	acceleration	
ii	 the	distance	the	car	travels	while	coming	

to	rest.	
(see page 109)
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97OCR (A) Year 1 (AS) Mathematics (Applied)

Chapter 6 Kinematics

About this topic
Kinematics is the study of motion and so is an essential aspect of 
Mechanics. The language involved often requires the use of technical 
terms which need to be used precisely, for example the difference between 
vector and scalar quantities. It is common to supplement descriptions 
in words with graphs illustrating motion in particular cases and it is 
important to be able to draw and interpret such graphs.

In real life, motion is often complicated and it is necessary to use a simplifying 
model as a first step in analysing it. A very common model involves treating 
an object as a particle moving along a straight line with constant acceleration.  
This model can also be used for a large object when its dimensions and any 
bends in its path are negligible in terms of the overall motion.

You are forever seeing things falling, often after being thrown up in the 
air. This common situation can be well modelled as motion in a straight 
vertical line with a constant acceleration of g downwards due to gravity.

Before you start, remember …
l The terms time, distance and speed (GCSE level)
l Knowledge of graphical techniques (GCSE level)
l Basic algebra (GCSE level)
l The gradient of a line
l The formula for calculating the area of a trapezium
l The meanings of position, displacement, distance, velocity, speed 

and acceleration.
l How to solve equations including simultaneous and quadratic equations.
l Equations of motion in a straight line with constant acceleration (suvat 

equations)

Motion

Key facts

VECTORS (have magnitude  
and direction)

SCALARS (have  
magnitude only)

Displacement Distance

Position	–	displacement		
from	a	fixed	origin

Velocity	–	rate	of	change		
of	position

Speed	–	magnitude		
of	velocity

Acceleration	–	rate	of		
change	of	velocity

Time

Warning:	although	acceleration	
is	strictly	a	vector,	it	is	
commonly	used	as	a	scalar.	
The	correct	scalar	term	is	
magnitude	of	acceleration.➥
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Chapter 6 Kinematics

Definitions

l	 Average speed =total distance travelled
total time taken

	(it	is	a	scalar	quantity)

l	 Average velocity displacement
time taken

=  (it	is	a	vector	quantity)

l	 Average acceleration change in velocity
time

=  (it	is	a	vector	quantity)

Graphs
l	 Position–time

Gradient
 velocity

Position

Time

Initial  
position

0

l	 Velocity–time

Gradient
acceleration

Velocity

Time

Initial  
velocity

0
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OCR (A) Year 1 (AS) Mathematics (Applied)

Worked examples

Example 1

The	motion	of	a	particle	is	illustrated	by	the	position–time	graph	below.

i Describe	what	is	happening	during	these	six	seconds.

ii Sketch	a	graph	of	distance	travelled	against	time.

Solution
i	

–2

2

2

1

3

(2, 4) (4, 4)

(5.33, 0)

(6, –2)

4

6

5

0
1 2 3 4 5 6

4

Position (m)

Time (s) 

	 The	five	key	elements	of	the	motion	during	these	six	
seconds are:
1 The particle starts 2 m from the origin;

2 The particle moves away from the origin with a 
constant speed (‘constant’	as	the	line	is	straight) of 
1 m s−2 (the gradient of the line is = −2

2
1m s 1) for 2 s; 

it travels 2 m;

3 For the next 2 s the particle remains at 4 m from 
the origin, so it is stationary;

4 The particle moves in the opposite direction with 
a constant speed of 3 m s−1	for 2 s, so the velocity is 
−3	m	s−1	(the	gradient	of	the	line	is	−3);

5	 The particle returns to its initial position after 5.33 s.

6 The particle ends up 2 m the other side of the 
origin.

ii The	first	section	is	a	line	is	from	(0, 0) to (2, 2) 
followed by a line from (2, 2) to (4, 2)	and	finally	a	line	
from (4, 2) to (6, 8)

Distance
travelled (m)

Time (s)

8

6

2

4

2 4 6
0

➥

The	key	point	here	is	that	
distance	does	not	take	into	
account	the	direction	of	travel,	
and	so	increases	even	when	the	
particle	is	returning	towards	
the	origin.

Give	the	information	about	the	initial	
point,	where	the	graph	cuts	the	y-axis

The	graph	is	horizontal	here.	

Comment	about	the	negativity	
of	the	gradient	here.

The	point	at	which	the	graph	
crosses	the	x-axis	is	important.

Comment	on	the	negative	sign	
for	displacement	at	the	final	
point.

The	fact	that	the	graph	is	
straight	is	significant	here.
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Chapter 6 Kinematics

Example 2

The	position	of	a	particle	moving	along	a	straight	line	is	given	by	
x t t t7 (6 ) (0 7)= + −   ,	where	x	is	measured	in	metres	and	t	in	seconds.

i What	is	the	position	of	the	particle	at	times	t	=	0,1,2,3,4,5,6	and	7?

ii Draw	a	diagram	to	show	the	position	of	the	particle	for	0		t		7.

iii Calculate	the	total	distance	travelled	during	the	motion.

Solution
i t: 0    1    2    3    4     5  6  7

	 x: 7  12  15  16  15  12  7  0

ii 

0
2

5

10

15

20

4 6 8

Po
si

tio
n 

(m
)

Time (s)

iii 

70 16

Start

 The total distance travelled is 9 + 16 = 25 m

Example 3

Jack	takes	10	minutes	to	walk	1200	m,	at	a	constant	rate,	in	a	westerly	
direction.	He	rests	for	2	minutes	before	taking	another	8	minutes	to	
return	to	his	starting	point,	again	walking	at	a	constant	rate.

i Sketch	a	graph	of	position	against	time.

ii Calculate	his	average	speed	for	the	whole	journey.

iii Calculate	his	average	velocity	for	the	whole	journey.

Solution
i Take the origin as his starting point, west as the 

positive direction and the unit of time as a second. 
As Jack walks at a constant rate, each section of the 
graph will be a straight line.

	

1200

Position (m)

1200 Time (s)720600
0

When	Jack	is	travelling	back	
towards	the	origin,	the	gradient	
of	the	graph	is	negative.

Distance	does	not	take	into	
account	the	direction	of	travel,	
so	it	is	important	to	add	the	
distances	for	the	two	phases	of	
motion.

Substitute	the	values	of	t	into	
the	formula	for	x.

Plot	the	points	and	join	with	a	
smooth	curve.

Be	clear	where	the	origin	is	
and	which	you	are	taking	as	
the	positive	direction	as	Jack	
changes	the	direction	of	travel.	
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OCR (A) Year 1 (AS) Mathematics (Applied)

ii Use average speed = total distance travelled
total time taken

 So his average speed = 
1200 1200

600 120 480
2400
1200

+
+ +

= =  2 m s-1.

iii Use average velocity = displacement
time taken

 The displacement for the whole journey is 0 m (west).

 So his average velocity = 
0
20 = 0 m s−1	(west).

Example 4
A	train	starts	from	rest	and	travels	to	the	next	station	along	a	straight	
track.	It	accelerates	uniformly	at	0.2	m	s−2	for	150	s,	then	travels	at	a	
constant	speed	for	the	next	600	s	before	slowing	down	at	a	constant	
rate,	coming	to	a	stop	100	s	later.	What	is	the	acceleration	in	the	final	
stage	of	the	journey?

Solution

Velocity (m s-1)

Time (s)

v

150 750 850
0

	 As acceleration
change in velocity

time
=

	
v0.2 0
150

= −

	 v 30m s 1∴ = −

	 So	the	final	 =

= − = − −

acceleration change in velocity
time

0 30
100

0.3m s .2

Speed	and	distance	are	scalar	
quantities.	The	distances	for	
each	phase	are	added	together.

Velocity	and	displacement	are	
vector	quantities.	The	change	
in	the	direction	of	travel	means	
that	the	overall	displacement	
is	zero.

This	acceleration	is	negative	
as	the	train	is	slowing	down	or	
decelerating.

Test yourself
1	 Which	one	of	the	following	statements	is	true?

A The	speed	of	light	is	3	×	108	m	s−1	and	the	mean	distance	from	the	sun	to	the	earth	is	1.5	×	108	km,	so	
it	takes	0.5	s	for	light	to	reach	the	earth	from	the	sun.

B	 The	speed	of	sound	is	340	m	s−1	and	it	takes	5	s	for	the	sound	of	thunder	to	reach	me,	so	I	must	be	
1.7	km	away.

C A	particle	has	negative	acceleration,	so	its	velocity	must	also	be	negative.

D If	a	particle has	zero	velocity	then	its	acceleration	is	also	zero.
2	 Alan	walks	300	m	due	east	in	150	s,	and	then	150	m	due	west	in	50	s.	What	is	his	average	velocity?

A 2.25	m	s−1 B 0.75	m	s−1 C 2.25	m	s−1	east D	 	0.75	m	s−1	east

The	general	shape	of	the	graph	
can	be	drawn	first	and	the	
value	for	the	maximum	velocity	
can	be	calculated	next.

The	question	does	not	ask	for	
this	velocity	but	it	is	needed	to	
calculate	the	acceleration.
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Chapter 6 Kinematics

Using graphs

Exam-style question
A	shuttle	train	travels	along	a	straight	track	between	two	stations	A	and	B,	which	are	2.1	km	apart.	On	
leaving	one	station	the	train	accelerates	uniformly	at	0.1	m	s−2	and	covers	500	m	in	100	s	before	reaching	
its	maximum	speed	of	v	m	s−1.	It	then	travels	at	a	constant	speed	before	beginning	to	slow	down	
uniformly	in	order	to	stop	at	the	other	station.	This	final	phase	takes	80	s,	during	which	time	the	train	
covers	400	m.
i a Calculate	the	maximum	speed,	v	m	s−1.

b	 How	long	does	it	take	for	the	journey	from	A	to	B?	What	is	the	average	speed	of	the	journey	from	A	
to	B?

c What	is	the	acceleration	during	the	final	phase	of	the	journey?
ii a  Draw	a	velocity–time	graph	of	the	journey	from	A	to	B	and	back	to	A,	assuming	that	the	train	stops	

for	3	minutes	at	station	B	and	that	on	the	return	journey	the	pattern	of	motion	is	the	same	as	when	
it	is	travelling	from	A	to	B.

b What	is	the	average	velocity	for	the	journey	from	A	to	B	and	back	to	A?

Short answers on page 158
Full worked solutions online CHECKED	ANSWERS

Key facts

1 Definitions (for motion in a straight line)
l Displacement – the	distance	and	direction	of	one	point	from	another	(a	vector)
l Position – the	displacement	from	the	origin	(a	vector)
l Distance travelled –	the	length	of	the	path	travelled,	whatever	the	direction	(a	scalar)

2 Graphs

l	 Position–time l	 Velocity–time

Gradient 
= velocity

Position

Time
Initial  
position

0

Gradient = acceleration 
Area = displacement

Velocity

Time 

Initial 
velocity 

Area = negative displacement
0

3	 The	quantities	in	one	of	the	following	groups	are	either	all	scalars	or	all	vectors.	In	the	other	groups	
there	are	some	of	each.	In	which	group	are	all	the	quantities	the	same	type?
A distance,	velocity,	acceleration

C time,	speed,	distance

B	 time,	displacement,	speed

D position,	speed,	acceleration
4	 The	position	of	a	particle	moving	along	a	straight	line	is	given	by	x	=	5	+	4t	−	t2,	where	x	is	measured	in	

metres	and	t	in	seconds.	What	is	the	distance	travelled	between	t	=	0	and	t	=	5?
A −5	m B 5	m C 9	m D 13	m

Full worked solutions online
CHECKED	ANSWERS
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